In the program of three-dimensional texture analysis it is necessary to calculate numerical values of the augmented Jacobi polynomials Zm n() or the generalized Legendre poly-3, Morris s 1, 2 Morris and Heckler, nomials P n(). Bunge 
Equation (6) 
and adopted the convention that Zmn (-1)m+n Zinm (8) to provide a unique determination of the sign of Zm n() when m is less than n. Owing to equations (7) and (8) 
From Equation (i), the first element of Table I takes the form (9) Putting m= [hence, the second term of the right side of equation (6) equals zero], n =-and substituting the value of Z() into equation (6) In a similar manner the remaining elements of the first column in Table I are obtained one by one. As for the second column, accor.ding to equation (7), Z(4_1)() equals Z(_I) () putting m (-i) n -and Substituting Z() of the first column and Z(_I)() into equation (6) the value of Z(_I) (Z-l) () is then derived and the remaining elements of this column are derived similarly. This process is repeated for the remaining elements of 
